
 
                   2019 BRAND REVIEW

SAMPLE CLIENT



Mission
VISION AND MISSION

"CLIENT'S COMPANY is a boutique career
development company that focuses on supporting
high level professionals in creating, launching, and
landing their dream jobs. We focus on business
development, branding, marketing, career pivots,
and interview preparation for movers and shakers
in all industries. Our #1 goal is to get YOU where
you want to go in your career."



Expert, compassionate, uplifting, real, easy-to-talk-to, well-educated

Voice



WRITTEN CONTENT

Audience enjoys frequently
updated: blogs, posts, emails,
courses, & newsletters.

VIDEO

Audience frequently interacts
with brand via video posts, live
video, & off-the-cuff updates.

PHOTOGRAPHS

Audience is updated daily with
photo posts & graphics with
tips, quotes, and advice. 

Content Categories

ONLINE COURSES

Audience can expand their
experience through an online
course under this brand.

TALKS

Audience can get in-person
engagement and education
through keynote talks.

DOWNLOADABLES

Audience can get additional
collateral via downloadable
guides and lists of tips.

NEWSLETTER

Audience receives monthly
updates via the newsletter &
email blasts with marketing.

SPONTANEOUS

Audience will get updates and
"real life" posts, FAQ video
sessions, & scheduled one-on-
one sessions.

PODCASTS

Audience connects with new
ideologies, learn from guest
speakers, and other curated
content about their profession.



Content Suggestions

RIGHT NOW:
Content is uploaded frequently but not necessarily on schedule. Content is on
brand and relatable; "real life" posts serve to reinforce the overall notion that you
can work hard, pursue your goals, go past your boundaries, and still have some
stress or apprehension.  
 
STRATEGY: 
Consider scaffolding content and planning post themes in advance. Similar to the
30 days of tips, your audience may enjoy theme-specific content that mixes in
video, "real life"/family posts that are on-topic, inspirational quotes, and tactics to
improve areas of their lives + careers. Scaffolding content will allow you to fully
explore each theme. Create a 3 day-, weekly, bi-weekly, or monthly theme
schedule and intermix these pre-made posts with "real life" posts.



Target Audience

Medical Professionals

Individuals within the medical field that
wish to diversity their career, pursue a
non-traditional role, find more joy,
pursue other interests, or create more of
an impact with their profession.

Professionals needing a
change

Individuals who have worked in their
field for an extended period of time, or
those who are re-entering the workforce
and looking to improve their career.

Students

Medical + pharmacy students and non-
medical students who are looking to be
best prepared to enter the workforce,
get their dream job, and make the most
impact possible.

Women

Women who are looking to improve or
shift their careers. Women who are
reentering the workforce or who are
looking to balance a career they are
passionate about with their family.



Audience Suggestions

RIGHT NOW:
Right now your audience closely matches the target audience that is
outlined according to your brand. 
 
STRATEGY: 
Creating more group-specific content can better involve audience members
who identify with that category, such as professionals needing a change and
medical professionals each getting a similar type of post that is geared
toward them. It is recommended that you involve people within each
audience group through interactive content, such as Q&As on Instagram,
Instagram TV events, and Facebook Live events. 



By Gender

Facebook Engagement

Women
87%

Men
13%

By Age

35-44
42.9%

25-34
41.7%

45-54
7.1%

55 +
4.8%

18-24
3.6%

By Platform

Instagram
81.9%

Facebook
18.1%

By Source

Organic
100%



By Gender

Instagram Engagement

Women
79.1%

Men
20.9%

By Age

25-34
57.4%

35-44
17.8%

18-24
14.9%

45-54
5.9%

55 +
4%

By Platform

Instagram
81.9%

Facebook
18.1%

By Source

Instagram
81.9%

Facebook
18.1%



Website
BRANDING + SALES

 
RIGHT NOW:
Modern design with cohesive aesthetic. There is original photography of Ashlee
built into the design for a person-first approach to connecting with the audience.
Service section is clearly outlined on homepage. Text testimonials available on
home page. Individual service pages are informative and include CTA. Praise
page includes video testimonials.
 



Website
 

 

STRATEGY:

Create services landing page with description of each service and link to that page. 
Create courses landing page (once more than one is available), with description of each
course and link to its individual page.
Create individual page for each course – detailed in the Courses strategy section.
Incorporate "topics" into blog – this could include a sidebar where users can select to see all
the blogs on "interview prep," for example. 
Further expand FAQ content and include sidebar where users can select what topic areas they
would like to see FAQs for. 
Create more sellable content for users to encounter on the website. This could mean creating
a Downloadables page where users can directly purchase a digital item. 
Add a book now section to schedule appointments with Ashlee.
Create landing pages that are not listed in the menu, which target specific keywords (like
"Career Coaching California"). These pages should contain a fair amount of content, a CTA, and
they do not link back to the main website via a menu)



Website
ANALYTICS

 RIGHT NOW:
When your site was swapped over with the new design, Google Analytics
broke so this data isn't as complete as usual. Unique page views average at
915 visitors a month. Aside from your home page, your most popular pages
are: Meet Ashlee, Testimonials, Interview Preparation service page, FAQs,
and the blog. Your most popular blog content is: the art of the humble brag,
imposter syndrome, and how to launch a side business. 
 
STRATEGY: 
Use content and website update strategies suggested in the branding +
sales. Recheck Google Analytics in 90 days.



Online Course
RIGHT NOW:
Current 61 students enrolled in course. There is a dedicated page on the
website linking potential students to the course. Sign-up process is easy.
Interface is informative and matches the aesthetic of the main website. 
 
STRATEGY: 
Create Courses landing page on the website where you can include a short
description of the course for people to learn more before they click through.
Instead of linking directly to the course website, you can create a page on the
main website for each course. Include a video introducing them to the course,
content describing the course similar to the Services pages, and include a
CTA and button to navigate to the course website for sign-up.



Newsletter
 

 

RIGHT NOW:
Open rates average from the high 40% to 80%. Click-through rates are right
on-target with the average, coming in between 1% - 14%, with the time
sensitive or group-specific emails coming in on the higher end. The national
click-through average is around 1-2%, but your newsletters aren't "click
heavy" so your newsletters adhering to the average regardless is amazing.
 
STRATEGY: 
Continue with monthly newsletters, update blasts, downloadables, and
email marketing campaigns that involve tiered email content sent on a set
schedule.



The CLIENT'S Podcast
[ AND PODCASTING IN GENERAL ]

CLIENT'S Podcast

Regularly scheduled
podcasts where listeners

can learn about
professional strategies,
mindset tips, and gain

advice from guest hosts. 
 

Average: 80 listens per
podcast episode.

Original Podcasts

CLIENT plans to create
original podcasts in the

future, once the contract
with the Podcast network

is completed.

Recommendations

Further use the marketing
network and reach of the 

 Podcast network. Schedule
regular posts/interactions

with your audience to boost
the podcasts. Create

"season" podcast outlines
to make recording process

faster when the time is
right.



Speaking
Engagements
 

 
RIGHT NOW:
Speaking engagements regular occur throughout
the year. Professional conferences and smaller
meetups. Talks remain on-brand, educational, and
personable to reinforce the authority of the speaker.
 
STRATEGY: 
Start recording keynote talks. Break videos down
into small "lessons" pulled from the talk, post the
full video, and scaffold the type of content you can
pull from.



Social

LinkedIn

2,246 total followers.

Instagram

8,869 total followers.

 

Facebook

714 total followers.



Facebook
RIGHT NOW:
Facebook receives similar posts to Instagram and other feeds. Posts that
have a picture of CLIENT'S face in it tend to double in reach (could be in part
to the FB algorithm showing content with human/profile-owned faces in it)



Facebook
STRATEGY: 
 Incorporate more Q&As and eye-catching posts into the schedule, which

may or may not be FB-only content. 
Host digital events, book clubs, and other events on Facebook, sending
invites to your followers. 
Incorporate Facebook advertisements to increase reach once overall
Facebook content is diversified.



LinkedIn
RIGHT NOW:
LinkedIn has the highest follower count of all three platforms CLIENT'S
COMPANY is mainly hosted on. Followers engage in debates, comment in
reply to each other, and tend to interact with multiple posts throughout the
day.



LinkedIn
STRATEGY: 
 

Increase focus on LinkedIn. 
Begin creating LinkedIn only content, such as short blogs/articles, posts,
and videos that are more topical than the blog topics on the main website. 
Begin creating video content as frequently as possible, with the goal being
a daily video. (LinkedIn boosts content creators that are going video-first
and video tends to get the most engagement.)
Make sure to get captions to overlay onto the video for those who are hard
of hearing and those who are listening/watching at work.



Instagram
RIGHT NOW:
Instagram Stories, Instagram TV, Instagram Highlights, video posts, graphic
posts, inspirational quotes posts, professional + "real life" photos, are all being
incorporated into this feed. Most popular posts include life updates. Most
popular IG Stories are inspirational quotes with a caption from CLIENT and off-
the-cuff professional advice videos.
 
In 6 days, your profile has made 48,232 impressions (# of times a post from
you was displayed on the Discovery feeds and across IG) and reached 2,366
people (# of people who scrolled by/saw your posts). 



Instagram
STRATEGY:

Continue to post to Instagram, including a themed post schedule as
outlined in the Content and Audience Suggestion section of this review.
Create weekly IG TV content, which may incorporate guest speakers.
Market your Stories, Highlights, IG Live, IG TV, and other video-based
content by posting graphics on your regular feed.
Use Instagram advertisements and boosted posts to reach a wider
audience.
Target advertisement campaigns toward a specific "buy," such as buying a
new downloadable, signing up for the course or a trial, or scheduling a
session with you. 



 

Youtube & Shareable Videos
SURPRISE! Here's a cool opportunity:
 
Create more video on Youtube, film your keynotes, and create a
structure to turn each video into multiple types of content. 
 
You can share these videos to LinkedIn, Facebook, and Instagram
to support your brand, encourage audience engagement, and
promote your services by reinforcing your influence and industry
authority. 
 



S.W.O.T ANALYSIS

 [  Strength. Weaknesses. Opportunit ies.  Threats.   ]



Strengths

Audience engagement

Large Linkedin audience

Brand is cohesive and has no

"holes"

Brand is high-end and

reinforces the authority of

CLIENT

Offers real value to audience

Weaknesses
Lower Facebook

engagement

Content could be optimized

by theme

Not enough sellable content

and items

Not enough video content,

especially on LinkedIn



Opportunities
Use LinkedIn as a burgeoning

platform to promote sales and

expertise

Audience is readily available

and open to engage with new

content

Audience is prepared to interact

with this brand in a

student/teacher perspective as

well as a buyer/seller

perspective. 

Threats
Increased interest in non-

tradit ional medical roles and

brands that address this.

Increased medical and

entrepreneur brands using social

media to boost their following.



Current
Standing

EDUCATIONAL AND HELPFUL

Services, content, and social media are all
aligned to help audience improve their lives
and careers.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MULTIFACETED AND UNIQUE

CLIENT'S COMPANY is one of the few brands
with this specific angle and mission within the
career coaching industry. This brand aims to
help those in medical fields, women,
established business owners, and
entrepreneurs through engaging content.

 

 

FEMINIST AND EMPOWERING

Content and social media are inclusive and
empowering for women working to improve
their lives and careers, while still supporting
other audience demographics.

 

 

SAMPLE CLIENT



 

IN FIVE YEARS, YOU COULD:

: 2024
GROW YOUR AUDIENCE

Reach a wider audience and earn more
engagement through a crowd that finds your
brand organically and through ads.

PUBLISH PRINT COLLATERAL

Use position as an influencer, industry expert,
and medical professional to provide your
audience with print collateral, such as a book
and workbooks, to scale the company (not
requiring CLIENT to be present for each call,
for example)and provide more value to
readers.

DIVERSIFY YOUR CONTENT

Create a wider variety of content and
collateral that your audience can engage with,
such as videos, downloadables, and others.

GAIN SPONSORSHIPS

Use position as an influencer, industry expert,
and medical professional to work with brands
that align with your vision, receive monetary
compensation, and further your opportunities
to continue to spread your brand and message
while helping others. 

SAMPLE CLIENT


